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QUESTION 1

What is the difference between an offense and a triggered rule? 

A. Offenses are created every time a rule\\'s tests are satisfied, but a rule may only trigger if the response limiter allows. 

B. The first time a rule triggers, it will create an offense, after than to new offense will be created for the same index
type. 

C. A rule will always trigger if its tests are satisfied, but an offense may only be created if the event magnitude is greater
than 6. 

D. An offense may be created or updated by a triggered rule, but a rule will always trigger when the tests are satisfied. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a benefit of using a span port, mirror port, or network tap as flow sources for QRadar? 

A. These sources are marked with a current timestamp. 

B. These sources show the ASN number of the remote system. 

C. These sources show the username that generated the flow. 

D. These sources include payload for layer 7 application analysis. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference:
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/forums/html/topic?id=dd3861e0-f630-4a53-94c3b426a47b6e02 

 

QUESTION 3

What is one of the major differences between event and network data (flow)? 

A. Flows can replay a whole packet by packet sessions, while events are just a snapshot. 

B. A flow can have a life span that can last seconds, minutes, hours or days, while events are only a snapshot. 

C. An event can have a life span that can last seconds, minutes, hours or days, while flows can only span 1 minute. 

D. Events represent network activity by normalizing IP addresses, ports, byte and packet counts, while flows do not. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21682445 
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QUESTION 4

What is the key difference between Rules and Building Blocks in QRadar? 

A. Rules have Actions and Responses; Building Blocks do not. 

B. The Response Limiter is available on Building Blocks but not on Rules. 

C. Building Blocks are built-in to the product; Rules are customized for each deployment. 

D. Building Blocks are Rules which are evaluated on both Flows and Events; Rules are evaluated on Offenses of Flows
or Events. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is an effective method to fix an event that is parsed and determined to be unknown or in the wrong QRadar
category? 

A. Create a DSM extension to extract the category from the payload 

B. Create a Custom Property to extract the proper Category from the payload 

C. Open the event details, select map event, and assign it to the correct category 

D. Write a Custom Rule, and use Rule Response to send a new event in the proper category 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/forums/html/topic?id=269b4eff-81ad-4ac59f2b-
cdeab14a2500 
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